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MnEEP Mission
MnEEP transforms systems, structures and public narratives 

to advance race equity and excellence in education.
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Race Equity in Higher Education
“A new condition for race equity brings about clear remedies for 

historic and present day structural and policy barriers producing 

racial disparities and disparate impacts.  Race equity is not merely 

a value, it is a systemic and structural shift.  Race equity is 

actualized fairness and justice” (Annie E. Casey Foundation).
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Using a Racial Equity Lens
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MnEEP College Race Equity Advocacy 
Advisory Council (CREAAC)

Joyce Foundation grant-funded statewide convening:

• Community members
• Systems and institutional partners
• Non-profit
• Conversations with higher education institutional 

and systems leaders to center race equity
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The Minnesota Race Equity in Higher 
Education Promise 

Increase access and degree completion for students of color and 
indigenous and American Indian students (POCI) by:
1. modernizing the Minnesota State Grant and Work Study to 

improve college access and degree completion for POCI 
students; 

2. providing POCI students with the holistic supports needed to 
complete a college degree.
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The Minnesota State Grant

Need-based grants increase retention and completion, reduce 
borrowing, and narrow educational attainment gaps for POCI 
students.
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Promise Goal 1: Modernize financial 
aid to improve college access and 
degree completion for POCI students.

Policy Recommendations:
1. Reduce the student responsibility for the Minnesota State Grant
2. Increase the calculation for the LME for the Minnesota State Grant*
3. Extend the credit threshold for Minnesota State Grant eligibility
4. Ensure developmental education courses do not count against State 

Grant eligibility*
5. Provide support so 85% of the state’s POCI students and low-income 

students at high schools complete the FAFSA
6. Expand Minnesota Work Study

*Governor’s proposed budget addresses these recommendations
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Promise Goal 2: Provide POCI students 
with the holistic supports needed to 
complete a college degree.

Policy Recommendations:
1. Provide a full analysis of developmental education offerings and 

outcomes and require multiple measures for course placement
2. Phase out traditional developmental education offerings and reinvest 

in holistic student supports 
3. Require finely disaggregated reporting on transfer students who stop 

out
4. Improve transfer policies to shorten time to degree and minimize 

excess credits
5. Provide state funding to support ongoing professional development 

on culturally responsive teaching, racial equity, and anti-racist 
teaching practices for all higher education faculty and staff
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